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At a field site in central India, four populations of groundnut (.lrachi$ hypoglrra L.) were 
grown o n  stored water to investigate how the production of shoot and root dry matter ir rela- 
ted to transpired water and intercepted radiation. Throughout the seawn, total dry mattcr was 
closely rehted to transpintion (slope = 3.0 mg dry matter g" water) and the amount of r ad i r  
tion intercepted by foliage (slope 0.74 g dry matter MJ-' radiation intercepted\. Accumulated 
transpiration increased linearly with intercepted radution at O . S i  kg water blJiJ" in the sparser 
stands. In the densest spacing. the initial slope of the relation a t  0.?8 kq SUsl  dcc rc~sed  later in 
t h r  seawn b c c a u ~ c  water deficits curtailed growth without a concomitint reduction in the 
interception o f  radiat~on. 

S. N. Aum-Ali ,  L. P. Simmonds, R. C. N y e s w a n  Rao y J. H. W i l b m ~ :  Pobhci6n. crrcC 
mirnro y aproucchmicnto d r  apua dr l  cacahurtr mantenido a base dr rlgua almacrnada 111. 
.+fatrria sera, aprourrhamirnto d r l  agua e intrrcrpcidn de h lur. 

R E S C S I E S  
En una localidad en la India central se cultivaron cuatro poblaciones de cacahuete (Ara rhu  
h y p ~ g a r a  L) a base dc  agua almaccnada, para investipr la relacibn cntre la produccibn de 
materia scca de  retotlos y de  nices ,  y el agua transpinda y ndiacion inlerccptadk A lo largo 
dc la estacibn, la matcria scca total estabr ertrechamente relacionadr con la tranrpincion 
(pcndiente = 3.0 mg de matcria seca g-' dc  agua) y la cantidad de  ndiacion interceptada por 
las hojas (pcndienrc = 0.74 g dc  matcria scca MJ'l de ndiacion intcrceptada). IA tranrpiracinn 
acumulada aumcnto dc forrna lineal con la radiation interceptada a 0 3 7  kg de agua hU-' en las 
poblacioncs menos densas. En el espaciamiento mas denso, la pendientc inicial dc la relacion a 
0,?8 kg SU-' dirminuyo mis  tarde en la estacion porque la falta de  agua redujo el crecirniento 
sin quc hays  una :cduccibn concurrence dc la intcrcepcion de  radiacivn. 

I S T R O D C C T I O S  

The availability of water to plant roots ant1 the interception of solar energy by 
leaves art. two major constraints on the growth of crops. There is much evi- 
dence. particularly early in the season, that crops accumulate dry matter at  a 
Submitted as  Journal Article No. 5 S ) b y  the International Crops Rercuch Institute lor the  Semi.Arid 
Tropics (ICRISAT). 
$ Resent address: Deputment  of Soil Science, Cnivcrsity of Reading, London Road, Reading, RG1 5AQ 
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rate which is proportional t o  the  amount of radiation that their foliage inter- 
cepts (Loomis and Gerakhis, 1975; Biscoe and Gallagher, 1978). Similarly, 
many studies have demonstrated that  crops accumulate dry matter a t  a rate 
which is approximately proportional t o  the watcr lost in transpiration over the 
same period (Stewart e t  al., 1975;  Fischer and Turner, 1978; Doyle and Fischcr, 
1979; Ong e t  al., 1987). The  correlation between dry matter production and 
radiation interception becomes less close when water is limiting, or  when leaves 
senesce, but the link between dry matter and transpiration remains over a wide 
range of climates (De Wit, 1958;  Azam-Ali e t  al., 1984). !Vhen water is scarce, 
one possible method of using it t o  maximum effect is to  alter the density of the 
plant stand (Bond et al., 1964;  hluchow et al., 1982). In practice, this is one of 
the few options open t o  many farmers in dry regions. However, little is k n o ~ m  
about the  complex interaction between plant population, water use and light 
interception. 

The  previous two papers in this series (Rao et a/., 1989; Simmonds and 
Williams, 1989)  described the  growth of roots and shoots and the evaporation 
from four populations of groundnut grown at the International Crops Research 
Institute for the  Semi-Arid Tropics (ICKIShTj, near Hyderabad, India. This 
paper describes the seasonal accumulation of dry matter above and below 
ground in the same four groundnut populations in relation to  the uptake of 
water and the interception of radiation by foliaqe. 

XI.\TERI.\LS A S D  METHODS 

A full account of the management of the groundnut stands is given by Rao e t  
a[, (1989).  Briefly. the ,groundnuts (cv. ThIV-2) were gro\vn at foitr spacinghi 
3 5  X 10, 70 X 10, 120 X 10 and 120 X 120 cm, referred to  as spacings A, B, i 
and D, respectively. Irrigation tvas applied four times until 44 days after sowing 
(D.\S), but less than 5 mm was applied thereafter. hleasurements of shoot dry 
matter (five harvests) and root growth (three hanests)  \vere made on  a number 
of occasions between 47  and 97 DXS: details are given by Rao et  al. (1989). 
Evaporation over 5-day intenals between 50 and 95 D;IS ~vas  estimated from 
measurements of soil water content made using a neutron moisture meter. 
Simmonds and IVilliams (1983)  describe the measurements of \beater use, and 
the techniques hsed to partition total evaporation betw.een transpiration and 
direct evaporation from the soil surface. 

hleasurement of radiation interception 
In the .4, B and C spacings, the amount of radiation intercepted by foliage 

was measured using tube solarimeters mounted above and below the canopies. 
Two tubes were i ~ ~ s t a l l e d  below the canopy in each of the replicate plots such 
that a total of 14, 7 and 4 rows were spanned in the A, B and C spacings, res- 
pectively. The combined output  of each pair of solarimcters was scanned at 
1 3  minute intervals on  a data logger (Campbell Instruments) and the fractional 

interception, f, o f  cach stand was calculated by comparing measurements made 
below the canopy with contemporary measurcments made using a solarimeter 
mounted 1.5 rn  above ground level in the field. Daily totals of radiation inter- 
cepted (Si) b y  cach spacing were calculated by multiplying the fractional inter- 
ception by the irradiancc recorded o n  the above-canopy instrument. Intercep- 
tion in the  D spacing could not be measured using tube solarimeters because 
the plants were so widely spaced. 

Estimates of fractional ground cover in all spacings were derived from 
measurcments of irradiance a t  the soil surface made using quantum sensors 
(Lamda Instruments) at 76, 84,  8 5  and 8 8  DXS. The technique was similar to 
that described by Sivakumar and Virmani (1984). Sensors were positioned on 
wooden tracks placed perpendicular to the direction of the rows, and each 
track spanned a single row width. Integrated counts over three minutes were 
obtained at 5 cm intervals along rhe track using integrators (Delta-T Devices). 
The fraction of incident radiation intercepted by foliage at each position across 
the inter-row space was determined by comparing these counts with the irradi- 
ance measured simultaneously by a similar instrument positioned above the 
canopy. Readings were made between 1000 and 1400 local time when the sun 
was near its zenith. The analysis of the quantum sensor records is discussed 
later, in the light of the experimental results. 

Crop tcater use 
The average transpiration rate between successive harvests, and the cumula- 

tive transpiration between 47 and 97 DAS, is presented in Table 1. In the D 
spacing, only 16 mm of watcr was transpired during the experimental period, 
and the resolution of the measurements of changes in profile water content was 
inadequate to  determine transpiration over shorter periods. In the densest 
spacing (.A) the transpiration rate reached 3 mm d-' soon after the irrigation at 
14 D.\S, but declined sharply after about 6 0  DXS. The maximum rate of 
transpiration achieved at each spacing was approximately proportional to  the 

Table 1. Average daily transpiration rate and  cumulative transpiration esti- 
mated using a neutron probe, taking account of direct evaporation from the 
soil surface 
Days after wwing A spacing B spacing C spacing D spaciq 

Avrragc trampiration rate (mm d- ' )  

2.66 2.00 1 .S 1 
2.4 1 1.97 1.12 
2.14 1 .84 1.15 
1.31 1.80 1.28 

Cumuhtivc transpiration (mm) 

113 96 60 
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numbers of plants per unit land area. However, as plant density decreased, the 
stands were able to  maintain rates of transpiration close to  their maximum for 
progressively longer periods. 

Radiation interception 
Daily intercepted radiation (SL Fig. 1 )  increased from the beginning of the 

measurement period until about 60 DXS, after which the fractions of incident 
radiation intercepted by foliage remained fairly constant. The  amount of radia- 
tion intercepted between sequential harvests was calculated by integrating the 
appropriate areas under the curves in Fig. 1. Similarly seasonal intercepted 
radiation was obtained by integrating the total area under each curve. 

Typical records of the proportion of quanta intercepted by foliage at various 
positions across the space between adjacent rows are shown in Fig. 2 for each 
spacing. In each case there was a sharp change in interception corresponding to  
the lateral extension of foliage. Hence the plants in the D spacing could reason- 
ably be regarded as flat discs which completely shaded the soil below; the 
lateral extension (r)  of the disc was taken arbitrarily t o  be the distance from 
the stem at which 50% of incident radiation was intercepted. In the A, B and C 
spacings, the foliage of adjacent plants overlapped along the axis of each row, 
but not between rows: these canopies effectively comprised bands of dense 
foliage within which the interception of radiation by leaves was virtually com- 
plete. The lateral extension (i.e. the half-width) of the band was estimated as 
the distance from the row at which radiation interception was 50%. Estimates 
of the lateral extension (in crn) of the disc ( D  spacing) or  bands (A,  B ;nd C 
spacings) of folidge are indicated by the arro\vs on  the horizontal axes in Fig. 2. 
During the period of measurements, solar angle varied bet~r,een 24' and 29' 

L I I I I 1 

50 60 70 80 90 100 
Days aker sowing 

Fig. 1 .  D d y  ndution interception (Si) b y  the foliage of the A (0). B (a) and C (o) spacings between 53 
and 91 D M .  The incident radiation on  each day (SU m-') is shown b y  the dashed h e .  

A spacing B spacing 
-a C spacing D spacing 

L 4 - d 

8 9 8 11 

Distance from row (cm) 

Fig. 2. Examples of the variation across the space between adjacent rows in the percentage of incident 
radiation intercepted by foliage. The horizontal axes represent distance (cm) from the row. The m o w s  
indicate the distance (in cm) from the nearest row at which 50% of incident radiation penetrated to the 
roil surface: thew distances were used as a measure of the lateral extension of plants in order to calcuhte 
fractional ground cover. 

from the vertical. Consequently, the distance (r) from the row at hhich radia- 
tion interception was 50% differed slightly for the south and north sides of the 
rows. The average lateral extension was therefore calculated as the mean of - 
the two corresponding values of r. Fractional ground cover ( I t )  in each of the 
spacings was calculated as the ratio of the band or disc areas to the total ground 
area. 

Lateral extension in the D spacing was slightly greater t h ~ n  in the three row 
spacings. This was due in part to a greater number of branches per plant in the 
D spacing, as well as increased leaf expansion (Table 2). The area of ground 
covered per plant (.Ap) was calculated for the row spacings as twice the lateral 
extension of the band of foliage multiplied by the intra-row spacing (10 cm). 
In the D spacing, the area of the disc provided an estimate of Ap. In the row 
spacings, Ap increased only slightly with increasing row width. By contrast, 
plants in the D spacing were able to cover 2.4 times as much ground as plants 
in the C spacing, because they were able t o  expand along both the intra- and 
inter-row axes without the leaves of adjacent plants overlapping. 

There was close agreement between ground cover (f') and the average daily 
fraction (f)  of incident radiation intercepted by foliage in the three row spacings 
(Table 2).  The solarimeter measurements showed little change in f between 55 

Table 2. Fractional interception o f  radiation measured using solarimeters (fl, 
ground corfer estimated using quantum sensors (f'), ground area covered per 
plant (.-lp) and the mean number of  branches per plant (all values are averages 
between 76 and 88 D.-1 S )  

Spacing f 
No. branchel 

Ap (cm') plant" 
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and 90 DAS, indicating there was little further lateral extension of plants over 
this period. 

Dry matter production and water use 
Because plant growth is closely related to transpiration, the productivity of a 

crop can be expressed in terms of a dry matter:water ratio, q, (the ratio of d q  
matter produced t o  water transpired). The relation between shoot dry weight 
and transpiration during the experimental period is shown in Fig. 3a. The D 
spacing was excluded because of the difficulty in measuring transpiration over 
short periods. The average value of q based on the values for cumulative trans- 
piration and shoot dry weight at final harvest was 1.57 mg g-'. For most o f  the 
season the .A spacing produced consistently more shoot dry matter per unit of 
water transpired than the other spacings. But when roots were included in the 
dry matter component (Fig. 3b),  the relation was linear throughout the season, 
and there were no apparent differences in slope between spacings. The bulked 
value of q calculated on the basis of the total weight of roots and shoots in the 
.A, B and C spacings was 3.00 mg g-'; the D spacing was excluded because roots 
were not measured. 

Dry matter production and radiation interception 
The relation between the accumulated dry weight of shoots between 4 7  and 

90 D.AS and the amount of radiation intercepted over the same period is shown 
in Fig. 43. The slope of the line is the dry rnatter:light quotient, e, which in 
(his case was 0.39 g hU". The relation between total dry matter and accumula- 

Transpiration (mml 

Fig. 3. (a) The relation between shoot dry weight and transpiration: slope = 1.57 (t 0.21) me g" ( r l =  0.85). 
(b) The rehtion between told dry weight and transpiration; sbpe=S.00 ( t0 .27)  rrq g-' (ra=O.W). (o, A 
spacing; ., 0 spaciry; o, C spacing.) 

I 
100 200 300 400 500 0 100 200 300 400 500 

Intercepted radiation iMJ m-') 

Fig. 4. (a) The rehtion between shoot dry weight and cumulative intercepted radiation; slope-0.99 
(20.05) g MJ-' Ira-0.87). (b)  The relation between total dry weight and cumuhtive intercepted radia- 
tion; slope for aU points (solid line) m 0 . 7 4  (r0.0;)  g SU-' (rY-0 .8 i ) ;  slope for B and C spacinqs (drshed 
line) = 1.09 ( ~ 0 . 1 4 )  g SU-' (r1=0.9?). (3,  A spacing; a. 0 spacing; c. C spacing.) 

ted intercepted radiation is s h o w  in Fig. 4b. The slopc of the solid line (the 
regression line based on all the points) was 0.74 g h1J-'. However, the relation 
for the .4 spacing appeared to  be somewhat different from that for the B and 
C spacinys. l ' he  dashed line shows the regression for the B and C spacings only: 
the slope o f  this line was 1.09 g AlJ-', and the intercept did not differ signifi- 
cantly from zero. The final two harvests of the A spacing (75 and 90 DXS) fell 
below the dashed line. This departure from linearity after bO DAS su~gests  that 
the increment in dry matter per unit of radiation interccpted was less than that 
observed earlier in the season or  in the sparser stands. 

The anomalous behaviour of the A spacing as the season progrcsscd pro- 
bably occurred because transpiration (and therefore growth) became restricted 
by the shortage o f  water, whereas there was no concomitant reduction in f. 
h comparison of cumulative transpiration with accumulated radiation inter- 
ception is s h o ~ n  in Fig. 5, and illustrates the seasonal influence o f  drought in 
the .A spacing. Fur the B and C spacings, transpiration increased linearly with 
intercepted radiation at 0.37 kg MJ-'; transpiration (and therefore the produc- 
tion o f  dry matter) was able to  keep pace with radiation interception, suggest- 
ing that the supply of water did not become a severe limitation. The response 
in the A spacing was different. First, the initial gradient of the relation was 

J 
125 only 0.28 kg ~ I J - ' ;  men early in the season the uptake o f  water by roots 

appeared to  be less able to  sustain the evaporative demand on the foliage. 
Second, the slope of the relation decreased as the season progressed, suggesting 
that transpiration became increasingly restricted by the supply of water as the 
profile dried. 
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Fig. 5. The relation between cumulative transpiration and cumulative radiation interception; slope for B 
and C spacingsg0.37 ( ~ 0 . 0 1 )  kg w-' (ra=0.98);  initial slope for A spacing (fitted through first five 
points) = 0.28 ( Z  0.0 1) kg .w" ( r a=  0.98). (0, A spacing; e. B spacing; o, C spacing.) 

DISCUSSION 

This study provides further experimental evidence that the production of dry 
matter is a predictable function of transpired water and, when water is not 
limiting, of radiation interception by foliage. The analysis is unusual for twc 
reasons. First, it includes the contribution of roots to the total dry weight; 
their omission may account for the poor correlations observed by some workers 
(e.g. Teare et  al., 1973, for sorghum). Second, total evaporation was partitioned 
into plant and soil components. When roots were included, dry matter and 
transpiration were well correlated over a range of plant populations, despite 
there being large differences between the spacings in the proportion of dry 
matter allocated to roots (Rao et  al., 1989). 

Evidence was bresented to show that the simple linear relation between dry 
matter production and radiation interception breaks d o t m  when water is in 
short supply. The value of e for the B and C spacings remained constant during 
the season, a,ld was close to the value of 1.25 g SIJ-' calculated on the basis o f  
shoot weight by Slarshall and Willey (1983) for groundnut g r o i n  at  the same 
site in the rainy season. In the A spacing, values of e were smaller, and e de- 
creased as the season progressed. Simmonds and !\.'illiams (1989) showed that 
much larger soil water deficits were incurred in the A spacing than in the sparser 
stands, suggesting that stornatal closure in response t o  water deficit may have 
been responsible for the small values of e recorded in the dense stand. The 

influence of plant population on the response of canopy conductance to soil 
drying is discussed by Simmonds and h a m - h l i  (1989). 

For the range of planting densities described in this account, groundnut was 
unable to  compensate significantly for small populations by the increased 
productivity of individual plants. This is in contrast with observations on pearl 
millet (Azam-Ali el  al., 1984) in which the smallest population was able to 
achieve the highest yield at final harvest largely through the contribution o f  
viable tillers. In the case of groundnuts, Table 2 shows that in the D spacing 
individual plants produced, on average, nine branches compared with five in 
all other populations. However, although widely spaced plants wcre able to 
intercept more than twice as much light per plant, this degree of compensation 
did not substantially increase productivity assessed per unit area of ground. The 
groundnut cultivar used in this study had an erect bunch habit: a runner type, 
in which stems spread laterally along the ground, might have been better suited 
to produce compensatory growth at low planting density. 
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S U M M A R Y  

The e r o e h  of roots rnd shoots war measured in strnds of groundnut grown r t  r number o f  
populrtions o n  stored water in ccntrrl India. Total wekht and lcrrgth of roots per unit land rrer 
incr-red with population density. but the proportional increases were much less thrn for shoot 
wehht. Consequently the root:total weight ratio increased From 0.3 in the densest stand to 
-st 0.5 in the widely spaced crop, The denser strnds produced a greater proportbn of their 
roots at depth- In wide rows there was little c h a q e  in rootin- density across the inter-row sprce. 

Total dry .ruttcr per unit land area increased with population. althowh the wehht per pbnt  
w u  less in denser stands. Although the crops were harvested prc-turcly. pod yield per unit 
k n d  area, unlike total dry matter, was no -eater in dcnsc stands than in more widely sprced 
crops. T h e  greatest number of pods per unit land area was recorded at an intermediate popula- 
tion denrit y. 

R C N ~ ( l e m u a  Rao. L- P. Sirn-nds. S. N. Aum-Ali y J. 1% Williams: P06hcic5n. crrcimicnto 
y @rovrckum~~tnto dc -a dcl cacahucte mantcnido a base d t  -a almaccnadcr I. Crecimiento 
dc r o a i e s  y rrtoiior 

R E S U M E N  
Se midi6 el crccimiento de raices y retofios en r n u a s  dc cacahuete cultivrdar en la India central 
br;jo dutintos d e m e n e s  de poblacibn. a base dc agua dmaccnada. El peso total y el largo d,e l a m  
m i c e  por unidrd dc rupcrficic aumentaron a1 irrcremcntar la deruidad de poblaci&n. per0 lor 
rurnmtos proporcionalcs fueron mucho mcnores que para el peso de lor rctonos. Como rcsul- 
t d o .  I r  rclcion triz:pcso total =urnenti, dc 0.3 cn la masa mi. den- hasta crsi 0.5 cn el cultivo 
de hilcru bien reparadas. Lu m m s  dc mayor densidad rindieron uru mayor proporcibn dc 
raiccr profundao. En Ias hilerrs bicn scparrdas. hubo poco carnbio en la densidad de l u  niccs 
qut cruzdsrrr el esprcio cntre lsr hileras. 

La mat- sccr total por u n i d d  de superficie rumentb al incrcmentrr la poblrci6n. runque 
el peso p a r  p h n ~  fue menor en r n m  dc mryor densidad. Aunque lor cultivor re corcchlron 
temprrno. el d i m i e n t o  de vain- par unidad de superficie. r diferencir de h rnrterir -r. rro 
present6 d r c i o r r c s  mryores en I r r  m l u s  den- que en l a r  cultivos de mayor espuirmicnto, 
L a  mryor cantidad de  vain- por onidad de superficie re registri, a una dcnsidrd de poblrci6.r 
interrnedu. 
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